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The Arthur of the Britons 

 
Course Description: 
“As the French book saith”•: this is a favourite phrase of Sir Thomas Malory, whose Morte 
Darthur transmitted the stories of King Arthur and his knights of the Round Table to a fifteenth-century 
English audience. The phrase acknowledges Malory’s debt to the French Arthurian cycles of the 
thirteenth century, but Malory’s book is not simply a translation of French originals. The title of this 
course, “The Arthur of the Britons,” reflects an emphasis on stories about King Arthur produced or read 
in the British Isles. The course will look at Arthur as a British phenomenon, and to that end will 
concentrate on detailed discussion of four major British Arthurian texts, in their material, historical, and 
cultural contexts. 
 
The first work we will read is Geoffrey of Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain, the twelfth-
century Anglo-Latin chronicle which offered the first connected narrative of Arthur’s life and death. 
Geoffrey’s Arthuriad is embedded in an account of the history of Britain, from its founding by Trojan 
refugees, to the final passage of control over the island from the native Britons to the invading Saxons. 
The civil wars of Geoffrey’s own time colour his emphasis on the rise and fall of kings and kingdoms, 
and the foundation myth with which he begins his history remained a powerful political and ideological 
tool throughout the Middle Ages and into the early modern period. 
 
Next we will read the Alliterative Morte Arthure, a fourteenth-century English poem in the chronicle 
tradition. Like Geoffrey’s work, it takes Arthur’s campaign against the emperor of Rome as the 
centrepiece of the king’s reign. In form and language it is often trenchantly English, echoing older 
poetic forms and the heroic world of the epic, even as it displays clear awareness of the courtly world 
of romance. We will follow this poem with another alliterative text, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, 
which focuses on the very English hero Gawain, while showing a clear awareness of the expectations 
created by French Arthurian texts. Finally, we will read substantial selections from Malory's Morte, 
exploring how he refashions his sources to create his own version of Arthur. 
 
Throughout the course, we will pay special attention to the material features of our texts. The ever-
increasing availability of high-quality online images will allow members of the class to learn how to read 
the medieval manuscripts in which our texts are found, and we will explore what it means to read 
works from a manuscript culture, particularly in our own digital age. We will also read excerpts from 
(and look at manuscripts of) other literary texts that provide crucial context for the British Arthurian 
tradition. We will look at Welsh Arthurian tradition through early Welsh poetry and some of the tales in 
the collection now called The Mabinogi, and we will read excerpts from the French Quest for the Holy 
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Grail. 
 
Geoffrey’s History, the Welsh texts, and the Quest will be read in translation; we will read 
the Alliterative Morte Arthure, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, and Malory’s Morte in Middle English. 
 
Required Texts: 

 Geoffrey of Monmouth, History of the Kings of Britain, trans. Faletra (Broadview) 
 Alliterative Morte Arthure, in King Arthur’s Death, ed. Benson (TEAMS) 
 Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, ed. Winny (Broadview) 
 Sir Thomas Malory, Le Morte Darthur, ed. Shepherd (Norton) 
 Links and/ or webpages for other texts will be provided 

 


